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Background
• Language and culture
• Terminology

- from ‘civil defence’ to ‘civil security’
- Threat/hazard, Impact, Risk, Trend,
Vulnerability, Resilience…

• Risk Perception
Probability x Impact = Risk, or “…something bad will happen…”

• Trust and Communication

paradox - more closely guarded, never more insecure
more closely regulated, never more distrustful

• Disaster Risk Reduction - preparedness, governance, education
• Managing Risk - a ubiqitous task
protecting people, infrastructure, investment
and normal functioning of society

Getting to this stage…
• UN General Assembly
•

- Yokohama Strategy for a Safer World; Decade of Natural Disaster Reduction (90’s)

• UNISDR

- a permanent secretariat (1999); global assessment report,
‘preventionweb.org’

• Hyogo 2005

• Sendai 2015

Hyogo Framework - Building the Resilience of Nations…

Sendai Framework - Disaster Risk Reduction
Risk Assessment, Risk Governance, Resilience,
Preparedness and ‘Build Back Better’

– Not just ‘Natural’ Disaster - Disasters are also man-made…
– Not about managing ‘Events’, but of ‘Minimising Impacts’…

In Practice…
• Preparedness – long rains assessments,
logistics capacity assessments, food security
analysis, risk assessments.

• Rapid Response
• Building Resilience – planning,
building institutions and capacity, infrastructure.

• “One UN” – Coherence thro’ UNDAF; RBA
(weather, food security, getting food to market).

• Evaluating Investment
Real value for money… and for people

In Europe…
• Civil Protection Mechanism, 2001


Art 196 TFEU, DG ECHO - European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid
– ‘All-Hazards’ approach

• Internal Security Strategy (2010)





international crime, terrorism and radicalisation, cyber security,
border management, resilience to crises and disasters
…all-hazards approach and Guidelines for Risk Assessments…
…Solidarity Clause - e.g. Wildfires in Portugal

• Directives
• Floods, Environment, Critical Infrastructure, Money laundering

• Tasks from Sendai Framework
• Comprehensive Risk Assessment and Mapping

In Ireland… – Civil Defence to Civil Protection?
• Govt Task Force and Office of Emergency
Planning (OEP)
emergencyplanning.ie’
• National & Regional Steering Group/Working
Groups
‘mem.ie’
• Lead Departments - Housing, Health, Justice,
Defence, Transport.
• Responders - Local Authorities, Gardai, HSE.
• Civil Society Organisations – volunteers with
expertise (Red Cross, Mountain Rescue etc)
• Taoiseach (National Risk Assessment),
Communications (Energy, Cyber, Climate Change);
Finance (Money Laundering), Public Expenditure

Civil Defence or Civil Protection
• Civil in nature, predominantly voluntary,
centralised and decentralised characteristics.
• Crises – weather, flooding, oil spill (2009 –
Kuznetsov), animal disease, food contamination.
• OEP definition – sudden, death/injury, essential
services, damage beyond normal capabilities.
– …the concept of slow-onset crisis…
• Strategic Emergency Planning Guidance and
Framework for Major Emergency Management.
• ANVIL – analysis of civil security systems in
Europe.

National Risk Assessment
• Office of Emergency Planning 2012
– Shared understanding of societal challenges
– Agreed basis for priorities
– Comply with EU obligations

• Department of Taoiseach 2014 – 2016
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

“NRA 2016 Overview of Strategic Risks” (21st Oct)
‘…a systemic overview…’
Context of Dail Reform - no reference to EU
5 categories of risk – WEF business focus and context?
Risk as – ‘..uncertain event/condition…
significant negative impact …’ ?
Short term view ?

National Risk Assessment
• Changes since 2015
– Reality of Brexit, Global Economy, Infrastructure, Terrorism,
Expenditure Pressures.

• Some good analysis
Characteristics of a solid ‘Futures Outlook’

• Are Risks a ‘Risk’ ? – loose definition
– Tax
– Expenditure Pressures
– Infrastructure

• Balance of Consideration
– Cyber – ‘theft of personal data’
– Risks to the EU – ‘less economically liberal’
– Food Safety or Food Security

National Risk Assessment
• Reflected in Statements of Strategy ?
• Reflected in Departmental web sites ?
• A basis for Public Education ?

In Finland…
• National Risk Assessment 2015
• Ministry of the Interior - a basis for preparedness
• Defence and Foreign Policy options

3 year cycle,
10-20 year boundary

• Process…
• Linked to EU CPM/Guidance, Terminology, Collaborative, Scenario identification, Scoring
• Categorise by Impact - Human (casualties), Economic (immediate & downstream costs),
Environmental (space & time), Social (Critical Infrastructure, Vital Function, Time)

• ‘Vital Functions’ (defined by Government resolution)
• Management of Govt Affairs; International activity, Defence, Internal Security,
Functioning of economy & infrastructure, Income security and capability to function,
Morale

• ‘Critical Infrastructure’
• Energy & networks; ICT systems & communications; financial services; Transport
and logistics; Water supply, Construction and maintenance Infrastructure;
waste management

• ‘Critical production and services’
• Food ; Health care; Industry; Defence industries.

In Finland…
• Scenarios




National (7) – Energy; Cyber (vital systems and crime); Digital data banks;
Disease; Security (attempt to sway decision making; political/economic or
military), Nuclear accident, Solar/Geomagnetic storm (100year).
Regional (15) –
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Flooding in urban areas,
Industrial accident,
Maritime accident,
Aviation, rail, or road accidents
Multiple wildfires,
Fire at major public facility
Extensive disruption of water supplies
Severe winter weather
Severe thunder
Terrorism
Targeted violence
Violent large-scale civil disturbances
Mass migration

In Conclusion…
•

•

- embedding progress

Overview
 Some things done well - EU Directives.
 Legislative foundation.
Critique
 Coherence
o Not consistent with either national / international approaches…
o Not reflected as a priority in Statements of Strategy
 Incomplete - not drawing on full value of external supports
 EU policy frameworks.
 Captured by financial concerns.
 Priority, ownership, follow-up.
 Reporting progress – visibility/relevance to
 ‘Risk Assessment’ or Futures Outlook ?
 Resilience.

In Conclusions… - other ‘issues’ to consider…?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EU - crucial to Irelands wellbeing.
Risk governance.
Fallout from conflict.
An island in ‘lock-down’.
Food Security.
‘Long reach’ of more distant seismic events.
Over-reliance on private sector capacities.
The rise of extremes - ‘Newspeak’.

